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ABSTRACT: Pulse shape discrimination with pure CsI scintillators is investigated as a method for
separating energy deposits by energetic neutrons and photons at particle physics experiments. Using
neutron data collected near the European XFEL XS1 beam window the pulse shape discrimination
capabilities of pure CsI are studied and compared to CsI(Tl) using near-identical detector setups,
which were operated in parallel. The inelastic interactions of 100 MeV neutrons are observed to
produce a slower scintillation emission in pure CsI relative to energy deposits from cosmic muons.

By employing a charge-ratio method for pulse shape characterization, pulse shape discrimination
with pure CsI is shown to be effective for identifying energy deposits from neutrons vs. cosmic
muons, however, pure CsI was not able resolve the specific type of neutron inelastic interactions
as can be done with CsI(Tl). Using pulse shape discrimination, the rate of energetic neutron
interactions in a pure CsI detector is measured as a function of time and shown to be correlated with
the European XFEL beam power. The results demonstrate that pulse shape discrimination with pure
CsI has significant potential to improve electromagnetic vs. hadronic shower identification at future
particle physics experiments.
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1 Introduction

Crystal calorimeters are frequently employed by particle physics experiments to perform photon detection and energy measurement, neutral hadron detection, and charged-particle identification. Recent innovations in crystal calorimetry have expanded the information recorded from each calorimeter crystal to extend beyond the crystal energy and timing by also including the pulse shape of the scintillation emission [1, 2]. The new pulse shape information can be used to identify whether an energy deposit is from an electromagnetic or hadronic shower. This is achieved by exploiting the particle-dependent scintillation response present in many inorganic scintillators [3]. Using pulse shape discrimination with CsI(Tl), the Belle II experiment [4, 5] has demonstrated significant improvements to the calorimeter’s capabilities for photon vs. $K_L^0$ separation [2]. Pulse shape discrimination with CsI(Tl) is also applied in recent charged particle detector systems such as FAZIA [6] and ChAKRA [7]. Additionally, the KOTO experiment, which employs a pure CsI crystal calorimeter, has demonstrated that pulse shape discrimination with pure CsI allows for improvements in photon vs. neutron separation [1].

Pulse shape discrimination has been well-established in several inorganic scintillators, such as CsI(Tl) and NaI(Tl) [3, 8–10], there remains however many frequently used inorganic scintillators where the pulse shape discrimination capabilities are less established. Illustrating this, the recent...
report by the KOTO experiment [1] was the first demonstration of energetic neutron vs. photon separation using pulse shape discrimination in pure CsI. The fast timing and radiation hardness of pure CsI [11–13] allow it to find application at several recent particle and nuclear physics experiments including KOTO [1], PIENU [14], and PIBETA [15] as well as planned use in the future experiments Mu2e [16] and the Super Charm-Tau Factory [13, 17, 18]. In this paper the pulse shape discrimination capabilities of pure CsI are explored further by comparing the scintillation response to energy deposits from energetic neutrons and cosmic muons. Using a charge-ratio method for pulse shape characterization, the ability for pulse shape discrimination in pure CsI to isolate energy deposits from energetic neutrons is demonstrated.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the experimental setup and outlines the data samples collected at the European X-Ray Free-Electron Laser (European XFEL) Facility. In section 3 the pulse shape discrimination capabilities of pure CsI are studied and compared to CsI(Tl). Section 4 demonstrates that using pulse shape discrimination, the rate of energetic neutrons produced near the European XFEL beam dump can be isolated from a cosmic muon background and measured with a performance similar to commercially available energetic neutron detection systems. Conclusions are presented in section 5 summarizing the results and future directions and applications for pulse shape discrimination in pure CsI.

2 Experimental details

2.1 Pure CsI and CsI(Tl) detectors

The experimental setup is shown in figure 1 and consists of two identical detector assemblies, one containing a pure CsI crystal and the other a CsI(Tl) crystal. The pure CsI and CsI(Tl) crystals were manufactured by St. Gobain and have a rectangular prism geometry with dimensions $5 \times 5 \times 30$ cm$^3$, similar to the large crystal sizes used in particle physics calorimeters [1, 4, 16]. Both detectors use a Hamamatsu R5113-02 photomultiplier tube (PMT) mounted at one end of the crystal for scintillation light detection. This PMT is equipped with a UV-transparent window matched to the near UV emission of pure CsI [19]. The optical connection between the crystal and PMT corresponds to an air gap. Both crystals have a thin Teflon wrapping to improve light collection. The analog output of the PMT is digitized over a 30 µs time window with 14 bit precision by a CAEN DT5730SB digitizer with sampling time of 2 ns [20]. Both detector assemblies are enclosed in a light tight housing and are operated simultaneously. The digitizer is operated in self-triggering mode on a constant voltage threshold, triggering independently for the pure CsI and CsI(Tl) crystal. If the signal from one of the crystals activates the trigger, then only its digitized waveform was recorded for offline analysis.

The commercially available LB6419 neutron and gamma dose rate monitoring system, referred to as the PANDORA detector and used by the European XFEL for radiation monitoring [21], was also operated in parallel and located directly adjacent to the pure CsI and CsI(Tl) detector systems. High energy neutron detection is achieved with PANDORA using a plastic scintillator with cylindrical geometry that has a diameter of 48 mm and length of 48 mm [21–23].

2.2 Experimental data

The experimental setup is positioned in the UG2 area of the European XFEL, located approximately 10.3 m above XS1 beam dump window. Between the detector setup and the beam window is a large
Figure 1. Photo of the pure CsI and CsI(Tl) detector assemblies.

Air gap followed by 30 cm of heavy concrete (Density = 3.8 g/cm$^3$) followed by another large air gap and then 2 m of concrete (Density = 2.3 g/cm$^3$) [24]. Photon backgrounds originating from the beam window region are suppressed by the concrete shielding resulting in a negligible energetic photon background in the region of the detectors [24]. During European XFEL beam operation, the 17.5 GeV electrons passing through the dump window generate a flux of energetic neutrons in the region of the experimental setup. The neutrons have an energy spectrum that is peaking approximately at a kinetic energy of 100 MeV [24]. Additional information on the neutron and photon flux present the UG2 area during XFEL operation can be found in reference [24]. In addition to the energetic neutrons, a continuous flux of cosmic muons is also always present. Over the period of several weeks, two datasets were accumulated and referred throughout the remainder of the text as the beam-off dataset and beam-on dataset. The beam-off dataset corresponds to digitized waveforms recorded while the European XFEL beam was not in operation and as a result corresponds to energy deposits primarily from cosmic muons ionizing through the crystal. The beam-on dataset was accumulated while the XFEL beam was in operation, and contains waveforms from energy deposits by both cosmic muons and energetic neutrons.

2.3 Waveform pre-selection

A pre-selection is applied offline to remove waveforms that exceeded the maximum ADC voltage range. Waveforms with pile-up, corresponding to multiple scintillation peaks in the same time window are also removed by applying the following algorithm. Using the find_peaks method from the scipy python package [25, 26] the number of local minima present in the waveform’s 30 μs time window is measured. The find_peaks prominence parameter is set to 8.5% for pure CsI and 40% for CsI(Tl). Waveforms with two local minima within the 30 μs time window that are separated by a timing window of ≥ 30 ns for pure CsI and ≥ 0.4 μs for CsI(Tl) are classified as pile-up waveforms and rejected. Over 98% of pure CsI and CsI(Tl) waveforms in the beam-off sample pass the pre-selection. In the beam-on sample, over 90% of pure CsI waveforms and 96% of CsI(Tl) waveforms pass the pre-selection. The waveform energy distributions before and after the pre-selection are included in appendix A. Waveforms are also required to have a total energy above 12 MeV.

Shown in figure 2 is an overlay of a typical waveform with muon-like and neutron-like pulse shape for pure CsI and CsI(Tl). The waveform $t_0$ is defined as the start of the scintillation emission and is measured using an Optimum Filter fit with the QETpy software framework [27]. The energy
deposited is computed by integrating the waveform over a long time window beginning from the waveform \( t_0 \). The long time windows applied correspond to \( t_{\text{long}}^{\text{pure}} = 500 \text{ ns} \) for pure CsI and \( t_{\text{long}}^{\text{Tl}} = 22 \mu\text{s} \) for CsI(Tl). These time windows are used as they contain the significant majority of the primary scintillation emission as shown in figure 2. Energy calibration is completed off-site using the 0.569 MeV, 1.063 MeV and 1.770 MeV primary photons emitted from a \(^{207}\text{Bi}\) source as well as 1.46 MeV photons emitted from natural \(^{40}\text{K}\) background. The energy calibration stability was cross-checked on-site using the peaking energy distribution from cosmic muons. The charge-ratio pulse shape characterization presented in section 3 is insensitive to the energy calibration.

**Figure 2.** Overlay of a typical muon-like and neutron-like waveform for a) pure CsI and b) CsI(Tl). The long time window corresponds to the integration time used to compute the total energy. Also overlaid is the short time window used for pulse shape characterization detailed as in section 3.

### 2.4 Energy deposited in beam-off and beam-on datasets

The distribution of the measured energy for waveforms in the beam-off dataset is shown in figure 3(a) with the pure CsI and CsI(Tl) results overlaid. The shape of this distribution is determined by the crystal geometry as it controls the track length of the muon ionization in the crystal. As the crystals have near-identical geometries, the pure CsI and CsI(Tl) distribution are nearly identical in figure 3(a). The peak at approximately 30 MeV corresponds to the energy deposits from the most probable muon track length. Although the energy resolution of CsI(Tl) is much better than pure CsI due to the larger
light output yield, the resolution of the peak in figure 3(a) is comparable for pure CsI and CsI(Tl) as the peak width is limited by the variations in the muons track length, which is the same for both crystals.

Figure 3(b) shows the distribution of the energy deposited for waveforms in the beam-on dataset. The beam-on dataset corresponds to waveforms recorded while the European XFEL beam was in operation and as a result the dataset contains energy deposits both from energetic neutron interactions and cosmic muons. The peak from cosmic muon ionization is still observed in figure 3(b) due to the continuous flux of cosmic muons. In figure 3(c) the beam-off distribution is subtracted from the beam-on distribution, allowing the distribution of energy deposited from the energetic neutrons to be observed. The rate of energetic neutrons is observed to be similar to the rate of cosmic muons.

Figure 3. Distribution of the waveform total energy for waveforms recorded in the a) beam-off and b) beam-on datasets after the pre-selection is applied. Results for pure CsI and CsI(Tl) are overlaid for comparison. The beam-on data corresponds to 491.75 hours of data-taking and the beam-off corresponds to 33.75 hours. Each distribution is normalized to show the hourly rate as a function of energy. In c) the energy deposits from neutrons are isolated by subtracting the beam-off histogram from the beam-on histogram.

3 Pulse shape discrimination with Pure CsI

3.1 Pulse shape characterization

The shape of the pure CsI and CsI(Tl) waveforms are characterized using a standard charge-ratio method [3, 10, 30]. The charge-ratio is computed from the total scintillation light yield over a short
time window, $E(t_{\text{short}})$, normalized to the total scintillation light yield over a long time window, $E(t_{\text{long}})$. Energy deposits that generate faster scintillation emission will result in a larger charge-ratio. The charge-ratios used for pure CsI and CsI(Tl) are defined as

$$R_{\text{PSD}}^{\text{Pure CsI}} \equiv \frac{E(100 \text{ ns})}{E(500 \text{ ns})},$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

$$R_{\text{PSD}}^{\text{CsI(Tl)}} \equiv \frac{E(1.2 \mu s)}{E(22 \mu s)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

The short time window of 1.2 $\mu$s is applied for CsI(Tl) as this has been reported to be optimal in previous studies of pulse shape discrimination in with CsI(Tl) [31]. For pure CsI a short time window of 100 ns is applied as it was determined to give the optimal neutron/muon separation, as detailed in section 3.3.

### 3.2 Comparison of pulse shape discrimination in pure CsI and CsI(Tl)

To illustrate the distribution of pulse shapes present in the beam-on and beam-off datasets, figure 4 presents a two-dimensional histogram of the charge-ratio vs. total energy for the waveforms in a 9 hour time block of each dataset studied. For both the beam-on and beam-off results shown in figure 4, the CsI(Tl) and pure CsI detectors were operated in parallel and during the same operational periods such that both detectors were exposed to the same radiation fluxes. As described in section 2.2, cosmic muons are the primary source of the energy deposits in the beam-off dataset and in the beam-on dataset an additional flux of energetic neutrons is present leading to a dataset containing energy deposits from cosmic muons and neutrons.

Observing the beam-off CsI(Tl) data in figure 4(a), the majority of waveforms have a charge-ratio distributed around 0.48, independent of the waveform energy. This pulse shape behaviour has been observed in previous studies of the CsI(Tl) scintillation response to muons [2, 3]. In figure 4(b) the beam-on CsI(Tl) data is shown. In the beam-on data, multiple pulse shape features arise in the two-dimensional histogram at charge-ratios above 0.5. The band structures at larger charge-ratios have been observed in previous studies of the CsI(Tl) scintillation response to energetic neutron interactions [3, 9, 31]. As the CsI(Tl) scintillation time is faster for energy deposits by highly ionizing particles, the CsI(Tl) charge-ratio increases as the fraction of energy deposited by highly ionizing particles increases [3]. Each band in figure 4(b) corresponds to a specific combination of highly ionizing secondary particles emitted from the neutron inelastic interaction in the CsI(Tl). The two most prominent bands observed are from neutron inelastic interactions that emitted one proton and two protons, which then ionize and stop in the crystal. The population of waveforms at 15 MeV and charge-ratio of 0.7 is from neutron inelastic interactions that emitted an alpha particle that ionizes and stops in the crystal [3].

In figure 4(c) the distribution of pulse shapes for the waveforms in the pure CsI beam-off data is shown. Similar to the CsI(Tl) beam-off data, a single band of constant charge-ratio is observed indicating the pulse shape is independent of the muon ionization track length. In figure 4(d) the distribution of pulse shapes for the waveforms in the beam-on pure CsI data are shown. Comparing figures 4(d) and 4(c), a prominent second band is observed in figure 4(d) at a charge-ratio lower than the charge-ratio of the waveforms from the muon energy deposits. The lower band in figure 4(d) is interpreted to be from neutron inelastic interactions in the crystal. Although the detectors
Figure 4. Two-dimensional histogram of the charge-ratio vs. total energy for the waveforms in a 9 hour time block for a) CsI(Tl) beam-off, b) CsI(Tl) beam-on, c) pure CsI beam-off and d) pure CsI beam-on. In both the pure CsI and CsI(Tl) beam-on data an additional population of waveform shapes, which is not present in the beam-off data, is present and corresponds to energy deposits from neutron inelastic interactions in the crystal. In the case of CsI(Tl), the energy deposits from neutron interactions result in a faster scintillation time relative to the cosmic muons leading to larger charge-ratios. The opposite trend is observed for pure CsI such that the neutron interactions result in lower charge-ratios relative to the muon energy deposits, indicating a slower scintillation time.

triggered independently, the pure CsI and CsI(Tl) data are recorded during the same European XFEL operational periods and as a result both crystals are exposed, on average, to the same neutron flux. As the CsI(Tl) and pure CsI crystals have the same dimensions, the distribution of the types of neutron interactions that occurred in each crystal is expected to be the same for CsI(Tl) and pure CsI when averaged over the entire beam-on dataset. The observation of the band in the pure CsI beam-on data with charge-ratio lower than the band from muon ionization indicates the scintillation emission in pure CsI for energy deposits from the inelastic neutron interactions is slower relative to the muon ionization. This trend differs from CsI(Tl) where a faster scintillation emission is observed for highly ionizing particles. This observation is similar to the results presented by the KOTO experiment, where it was shown that after applying shaping electronics the resulting detector response to neutrons is slower compared to photons [1]. Another interesting observation is that in
the pure CsI beam-on data only a single band from neutron interactions is resolved. This differs from CsI(Tl) where multiple bands are resolved allowing the specific secondaries emitted from the neutron interactions to be identified.

Figure 5. Typical results for the charge-ratio distribution of waveforms in the beam-on and beam-off datasets for two of the energy bins studied. The Beam-on – Beam-off distribution allows the charge-ratio distribution for the neutron interactions to be isolated.

In figure 5 one-dimensional charge-ratio histograms are shown for two 5 MeV wide energy bins for pure CsI and CsI(Tl). Overlaid in each figure is the charge-ratio distribution for the beam-off and beam-on datasets in addition to the background subtracted beam-on data, computed by subtracting the beam-off distribution from the beam-on distribution. The subtracted distributions in figure 5 allow the charge-ratio distribution for the energy deposits from the neutron interactions to be isolated. An interesting observation from the subtracted results in figure 5 is that for both pure CsI and CsI(Tl) the neutron energy deposits result in two general populations of pulse shapes, one that is well separated from the muon peak and another that is at a similar charge-ratio to the muon energy deposits. As discussed above, the features at larger charge-ratio in the CsI(Tl) subtracted distribution arise from specific combinations of highly ionizing secondary particles emitted from the neutron inelastic interaction. The peak in the CsI(Tl)-subtracted distribution at the lowest charge-ratio, which overlaps with the muon peak, is expected to arise from neutron inelastic interactions where an
energetic proton is emitted and escapes the crystal volume before it becomes highly ionizing [3]. As the proton is not highly ionizing, the energy deposit in this case produces a pulse shape that is similar to muons. Another interesting observation from figure 5 is that an analogous peak is observed in the pure CsI subtracted distribution. For both the pure CsI and CsI(Tl), approximately 20% of neutron interactions resulted in a pulse shape in this peak independent of the waveform energy. As the pure CsI and CsI(Tl) crystals have the same dimensions and are exposed to the same radiation environments, it is expected that the origin of this sample of energy deposits corresponds to the same type of neutron interactions occurring independently in each crystal.

3.3 Optimal charge-ratio for pure CsI

As illustrated in figure 5, two distinct populations of waveform shapes are present in the beam-on pure CsI data. The population with charge-ratio around 0.87 is attributed to ionizing muons and the population at lower charge-ratio to neutron inelastic interactions. To determine the optimal pure CsI charge-ratio to separate these two populations the beam-on sample is divided into 5 MeV wide energy bins from 25 MeV to 55 MeV and the overlap area of the neutron and muon distributions is computed as a function of the short time window. For each energy bin and short time window combination a one-dimensional histogram is produced that features a bimodal distribution as shown in figure 6(a). Two Crystal Ball functions (CB) are fit to each histogram, such that one CB models the peak from muon ionization and the other models the peak from the neutron interactions. As the yield of each CB is controlled by the properties of the muon and neutron flux, each CB is normalized to unity before the overlap integral of the two CB functions is computed. The typical results for this procedure is demonstrated in figure 6(b) showing the analysis performed on the working point corresponding to the 40–45 MeV energy bin and the short time window of 100 ns. The area of the highlighted green region corresponds to the measured overlap area, which should be minimized in order to maximize the separation power.

**Figure 6.** a) Typical fit to the beam-on charge-ratio distribution for the 40–45 MeV energy bin and short time of 100 ns. Both peaks are modelled by one-sided crystal ball functions. b) Illustration of the separation power quantified for the distribution shown in a). Each one-sided crystal ball distribution is normalized to unit area before the overlap region shown in green is computed.
The results of the short time window optimization are summarized in figure 7 showing the measured pure CsI overlap area as a function of the short time window for the multiple energy bins studied. The short time window of 100±10 ns is observed to be near optimal for each energy bin. The overlap area also has only a weak dependence on the short time window between 75 ns and 125 ns.

Figure 7. Results of the short time optimization for pure CsI showing the measured separation power as a function of short time window for different bins in energy. The short time of 100 ± 10 ns is observed to be near optimal for all energy ranges studied.

3.4 Energy dependence of pure CsI pulse shape and separation power

Figure 8(a) shows the CB mean parameter, $\mu$, as a function of energy bin for the muon and neutron peaks observed in the pure CsI data. Overlaid in this figure are the CB mean for the muon and neutron peaks in the beam-on data, as well as the muon peak in the beam-off data. The mean values of the muon peak in the two datasets are in agreement as expected. The muon peak is nearly constant as a function of energy with a mean value of 0.87. The mean value of the neutron peak is observed to increase as the energy deposited increases. In figure 8(b) the overlap area is shown as a function of energy for pure CsI. As the energy increases the overlap area is observed to increase leading to a reduction in the separation power.

4 Neutron and photon identification with pure CsI

The pulse shape discrimination capabilities of pure CsI shown in the previous section demonstrate it can be an effective detector to isolate the rate of fast neutrons while also being irradiated by a background of energetic photons. Using the muon and neutron probability distribution functions computed in the previous section, the energy-dependent charge-ratio threshold corresponding to a 99% muon rejection rate in pure CsI is computed. A waveform with charge-ratio below the 99% threshold is classified as a neutron. In 15 minute bins the number of neutrons was measured for several days of European XFEL operation, during which the European XFEL beams operated at a variety of different beam intensities, resulting in varying neutron rates.
Figure 8. a) Mean value of the crystal ball functions used to model the muon and neutron peaks shown as a function of the waveform energy. b) Overlap area between the muon and neutron probability distribution functions as a function of the energy deposited.

Figure 9 presents the measured neutron rates in the pure CsI detector for several European XFEL operation periods. In figure 9 the pure CsI data corresponds to the number of neutrons detected in the pure CsI crystal in the 15 minute time window. For comparison, the high energy neutron dose rate recorded by the PANDORA radiation detector system, described in section 2, is also overlaid. Each figure additionally shows the European XFEL beam power as a function of time.

Observed in figure 9, the neutron rate recorded by the pure CsI detector closely follows the trends of the XFEL beam power. In figure 9(a) the beam power was stable for several hours resulting in a stable neutron rate observed by the pure CsI detector. Comparing the pure CsI rate to the PANDORA dose rate, the pure CsI detector is shown to have less bin-to-bin fluctuations. Figure 9(b) shows the monitoring results for an XFEL operational period when the beam power fluctuated off and on. Although the cosmic muon flux is continuously irradiating the pure CsI crystal, the neutron rate in the pure CsI detector drops to around 1% when the beam is off. This result demonstrates that the pure CsI detector with pulse shape discrimination can reject photon backgrounds while maintaining efficient neutron detection. Note this fake-rate is controlled by the charge-ratio threshold that is applied and can be adjusted depending on the application. Figures 9(c) and 9(d) show two XFEL operation periods when the beam power was changing over a relatively short time scale. In both cases the pure CsI neutron rate closely follows the beam power trends with less fluctuations than the PANDORA system.

The results in figure 9 demonstrate that using pulse shape discrimination the pure CsI detector can isolate the neutron flux also in presence of a background cosmic muon flux leaving energy deposits with photon-like pulse shapes. Another potential application of the pure CsI detector system could be to monitor an energetic photon flux while the detector is in a neutron background. To demonstrate this application a 99% neutron rejection charge-ratio threshold is defined to classify non-neutron energy deposits in the pure CsI. An energy deposit above 12 MeV and the 99% neutron rejection charge-ratio threshold is classified as a muon. During European XFEL operation the absolute rates of muons and neutron interactions in the pure CsI crystals are similar as shown in figure 3(c). In figure 10 the values for the non-neutron rates during the same XFEL operational periods as figure 9 are shown. In all
Figure 9. Neutron rates as measured by using pulse shape discrimination with pure CsI and by PANDORA, compared to the European XFEL power. Error bars for the pure CsI and PANDORA results correspond to statistical errors. The absolute dose measurement by PANDORA has a 10% systematic error, which is not included in the error bars in the plot. The overall vertical axis scaling for the pure CsI neutron rate, PANDORA energetic neutron dose, and European XFEL beam power are set to allow for the comparison between the three quantities, which are expected to be correlated.
Figure 10. Muon rates measured using pulse shape discrimination with pure CsI for different time periods and compared to the European XFEL power. Muons are expected to arise from cosmic rays and not from European XFEL operation. The weak correlation of the measured muon rate with European XFEL power is due to the presence of neutron interactions in pure CsI that result in a muon-like pulse shape.
cases the recorded non-neutron rate is observed to be approximately stable, independent of the Euro-
pean XFEL beam power. The weak correlation with the European XFEL beam power that is observed
is from the subset of neutron interactions observed previously in figure 5, which result in a charge-ratio
similar to the muon ionization. The results in figure 10 demonstrate that pulse shape discrimination in
pure CsI can also effectively identify photon/muon energy deposits in an energetic neutron background.

5 Conclusion

The scintillation response of pure CsI to energy deposits from \( \sim 100 \text{ MeV} \) neutrons was studied
and compared to energy deposits of the same magnitude from cosmic muons. Using a charge-ratio
method for pulse shape discrimination energy deposits in pure CsI from the energetic neutrons could
be distinguished from the cosmic muon energy deposits, which produced photon-like pulse shapes.
The energy deposits from neutron inelastic interactions are observed to produce a lower charge-ratio
in pure CsI relative to muons. This indicates a slower scintillation emission time for the energy
deposits from neutron relative to cosmic muons. The short time window that achieved the optimal
pulse shape discrimination in pure CsI was measured to be \( 100 \pm 10 \text{ ns} \).

The pulse shape discrimination capabilities of pure CsI was qualitatively compared to CsI(Tl). Similar
to CsI(Tl), pure CsI was able to separate energy deposits from energetic neutrons vs. muons,
however, pure CsI was unable to resolve the specific secondary particles emitted from the neutron
inelastic interactions, which is possible with CsI(Tl). In both CsI(Tl) and pure CsI approximately 20%
of neutrons produced a waveform with a charge-ratio that was similar to the muon energy deposits.

The ability for a \( 5 \times 5 \times 30 \text{ cm}^3 \) pure CsI crystal to isolate energetic neutron interactions with
high purity and moderate efficiency by using pulse shape discrimination was demonstrated. The
pure CsI neutron rate was observed to closely follow the European XFEL beam power trends. The
energetic neutron monitoring performance was similar to the PANDORA commercial radiation
monitoring system. The pulse shape discrimination capabilities of pure CsI in combination with its
fast timing and radiation hardness relative to CsI(Tl), makes it an excellent candidate for use in future
particle physics calorimeters and radiation detectors. Beyond the applications in particle and nuclear
physics, energetic neutron identification with pure CsI and CsI(Tl) using pulse shape discrimination
could additionally be applied in hadron therapy neutron monitoring systems [32]. Future studies
could also investigate and compare the energetic neutron identification performance of pure CsI and
CsI(Tl) with other inorganic scintillators that have demonstrated alpha particle vs. photon/electron
identification using pulse shape discrimination, such as CsI(Na) [10], BaF\(_2\) [10], and PbWO\(_4\) [33].

The results presented used a charge-ratio to perform pulse shape discrimination, however more
advanced waveform analysis techniques, such as template fits with optimum filtering [34], and neural
networks, could potentially allow for improved pulse shape discrimination performance. These tech-
niques could further be implemented on field-programmable gate arrays to perform real-time neutron
and photon detection and identification with pure CsI in high radiation environments. Additionally,
crystal-by-crystal variations of the pure CsI and CsI(Tl) fast neutron response should be evaluated
to investigate any potential dependence of the pulse shape discrimination capabilities on crystal
properties such as dopant and impurity concentration. The demonstrated pulse shape discrimination
capabilities of pure CsI could allow for improvements in calorimeter-based photon vs neutral-hadron
as well as lepton vs charged-hadron identification at future particle physics experiments.
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A Distribution of waveform energies before and after pre-selection

The waveform pre-selection detailed in section 2 is applied to remove waveforms exceeding the maximum ADC value and waveforms with multiple pile-up in the 30\(\mu\)s time window. Figure 11 shows the energy distributions of the waveforms before and after the pre-selection is applied. Due to the different pile-up criteria described in section 2, the pre-selection is observed to remove more waveforms in the pure CsI beam-on compared to the CsI(Tl).

![Energy distributions before and after pre-selection for different beam conditions](image)

Figure 11. Distribution of the total energy of waveforms recorded in the a) Pure CsI beam-off, b) Pure CsI beam-on, c) CsI(Tl) beam-off and d) CsI(Tl) beam-on datasets before and after the pre-selection is applied.
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